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Wendi Hicks wendihicks77@gmail.com John White Road to transfer to Patriots Elementary, Hickory Ridge 
Middle and Hickory Ridge High School. 

Elizabeth Vanover bethv@cennovalighting.com I think that the redistricting of Cox Mill High should be based on 
Draft Option C, D, or D1/2. We live in the Twin Creeks neighborhood, 
across Derita Road and we can see Cox Mill High School from the 
entrance to our neighborhood. It makes no sense to send a bus to 
collect a handful of students from our two neighborhoods along 
Derita Road and ship them halfway across the county to Robinson. 
Between all 12 grades of students in our two neighborhoods (Misty 
Woods and Twin Creeks) there are less than 30 students. We have 
worked with and in these schools since their inception, and should not 
have our few students removed and bused over 40 minutes.Thank you 
for your time.Elizabeth Vanover 

Jared preston Jpreston998@aol.com While I think it is a slight improvement that the free/reduced lunch 
data (that is public on the CCS website) was included in a slide, there 
is still no thought being given to balancing out these schools.  Free 
lunch data is tracked by CCS and should be factored into this process.  
It is a concern that after months of looking at various plots, no one 
seems at all concerned that we clearly have schools that are becoming 
very exclusive.  Poverty rates have been shown to have just as much 
impact on academic performance as race yet with the exception of one 
particular school mentioned in the presentation, no work has been 
done to create better balanced schools.  CMS recently performed this 
exercise without an outside consultant and included both race and 
poverty levels (free lunch rates).  It seems as if it is being ignored 
because it will make the process too hard. 
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Heather Ward heather.ward@cabarrus.k12.nc.us Living in Freedom Acres (off Weddington Rd), I am concerned about 
one proposal. This neighborhood should attend the new high school - 
it is off the SAME ROAD (Weddington rd)! Safety alone dictates that 
this neighborhood should district to West Cabarrus. Why have them 
drive through multiple roads and intersections when they live off the 
same road as the high school??? Also my children are going to be 
separated from kids they spent their K-8 career with! Carriage Downs 
would be set to go to the new school and we would not! We are right 
next to each other. It makes no sense! Please consider these points! 

Ryan Ward rtward@cabarruscounty.us Hello,We recently moved to 5822 Potomac Dr NE Concord with the 
expectations that our neighborhood we be going to West Cabarrus. 
We live off the same road as the High School so ease and safety of the 
commute was a factor we considered. The boundary should include 
Freedom Acres its a small neighborhood so it shouldn&#39;t tip the 
numbers. These kids will be separated from life long friends and 
parents that know each other well and support each other. We will 
need that since of community and the communication that brings as 
parents during the High School years. Don&#39;t split up the 
Weddington Rd. community. 
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Heather Arrowood heatherarrowood4@aol.com Thank you for your consideration in developing Option D1a.  For 
Valhalla Subdivision in Harrisburg, this is honestly the best plan yet.  
This keeps our kids in the same ES that they are currently attending 
(PSRES), keeps them in the same MS they are currently attending 
(HiRMS), and feeds them into the HS that they should be in (HiRHS) 
based on the MS they are in (thus limiting negative effects in changing 
the MS feeder to a rival HS in a completely different city - the 
transition from MS to HS is hard enough already without ripping 
them from the peers and communities they know at this crucial time 
in their lives).  Option D1a is 100% APPROVED for Valhalla in 
Harrisburg.  (Option D1b, on the other hand, is 100% opposed due to 
the feeder pattern from HiRMS to JMRHS).  Thanks again for all the 
work you are doing to ensure our children&#39;s social and emotional 
well-being are not negatively impacted by a poor school realignment 
design. 

Durga 
Jonnalagadda 

purpleviolin0@gmail.com 
Option D11, D1b and D2b are looking good. 

Tyrese Harris tyreset@gmail.com It doesn&#39;t make sense to send students to different elementary 
school that what aligns to their high school and middle school. 
According to the current proposals my children would go to Bethel 
elementary but Hickory Ridge Middle and High School. Why would 
they not be zoned for Hickory Ridge Elementary as well. We are on 
Cedarvale Farm Pkwy. There are lots of children in this new 
neighborhood that would all experience this. 

Sybil Bralley Scentsybil@live.com I do not approve of the Biotechnology class being taught to my 
children!!!After Investigation, this teaches that it is ok to &quot;play 
God&quot; by genetically modifying God&#39;s Creation!  This is a 
violation of creation! 
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Michelle Rudicil mrudicil1@yahoo.com I am concerned with the redistricting of our kids in our neighborhood. 
We are in Wellington Chase and feed into Odell, Harris Road, and Cox 
Mill as of right now. I don&#39;t agree with the feeder pattern that we 
would be moved so far away to the kannapolis schools. We are across 
the street from Odell and Harris Road Middle School. It only makes 
sense that this pattern would stay the same. We are not a huge 
neighborhood and would not affect the numbers at the schools 
greatly. To take all of our kids away from everything they know and 
their friends is unacceptable. It seems to make the most sense to keep 
the feeder pattern the same as it is now. I can&#39;t imagine the kids 
having to take a 30 min bus ride to school when we are across the 
street from the schools. I believe option A is the best choice and affects 
the least amount of students and families. Thank you! 
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Kerri Chalker wickfreekerri@gmail.com Now, there&#39;s an option that Pelhem Pointe might be redistricted 
from Harris Road Middle, along with being redistricted out of Cox 
Mill High. It doesn&#39;t seem cost or time effective to have us 
redistrict from HRMS to NWMS since we live closer to (less than 2 
miles) Harris Road. Less time on the bus = less gas used. And, is this 
suppose to happen next year? Then there&#39;s the high school 
situation...If we get redistricted, then we do BUT these high schoolers 
have gone to school with the same kids since elementary school and 
even though there is never a good time to rip kids from one school to 
another, then maybe it should be for only the rising 9th graders since 
they haven&#39;t experienced high school yet and haven&#39;t 
&quot;mapped out their schedule for the 4 years or invested in their 
clubs/sports team&quot;. Let the high schoolers have the choice to 
stay where they are (IF they choose to provide their own 
transportation and choose to stay) as there are kids out there that 
don&#39;t necessarily deal with change as well as others do. Yes, 
overcrowding already exists but we need to take into consideration 
the kids that don&#39;t even attend their zoned schools (whether they 
attend a charter school, a magnet school, private school or homeschool 
or maybe they attend a program school like STEM mentioned above). I 
know, to some, this may seem like complaining but honestly it&#39;s 
just suggestions that are being made in the (best) interest of the kids. 
Of course, I would vote for Pelhem Pointe to stay zoned where they 
are (WR Odell, Harris Road Middle, Cox Mill High) and have been for 
YEARS since we specifically moved here in 2012 (from Moss Creek, in 
which we lived from 2005-2012) to stay in the district. Thirteen years + 
invested in this specific school district. Thank you for allowing us to 
voice our concerns. 
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Fatima Hasan fatima.hasan0621@gmail.com We bought our house in our subdivision specifically to get Odell 
ES/Harris MS/Cox Mill HS. With DB1 implementation, middle school 
will change. High School will change with either plan. We are not 
happy about this new re-alignment esp for middle school level. 

Shalini Pai Huyshalini@yahoo.com I like Option D for the Cox Mill Elementary zone because it meets all 
of the realignment criteria: it uses natural boundaries, no longer splits 
any neighborhoods, keeps contiguous zones, and minimizes student 
impact better than any of the other proposed options. 
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Steve Foster SteveFoster@outlook.com I have some grave concerns about the current school realignment plan 
and I wanted to bring some clear, logical points that will hopefully 
sway the committee to make the right choice and not realign the 
schools under the current plan. First off, logistics. I live in the 
Castlebrooke  neighborhood. Northwest is, factually, further away 
than Cox Mill. Transportation logistics should be taken in to account. 
The extra mile of a school bus puts undue burden on commuters, the 
children on the bus, and minor environmental impact from the 
additional travel. We must make the right choice and not rezone 
Castlebrooke to a different school.Next, there is the psychological 
impact this WILL have on the students. Today, most/all of my 
children&#39;s friends live in Moss Creek which is not set to be 
rezoned. These are people who from the start of their education 
experience, they build bonds, social circles, and lifelong connections. 
My children are of an odd in-between age where they are older than 
most kids in the neighborhood, people normally start new families 
here, while the other half are established families with older kids. 
Losing the connections to the children they build these social circles 
will have deeply negative impacts on my children. There is clear 
research showing this, including the results of these change that can 
be found with a simple google search including: 
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/thinking-about-
kids/201007/moving-is-tough-kidsWe can not ignore the very serious 
physiological implication of these changes. We must not rezone at this 
time. For this barrier I offer the flexible alternative of postponing the 
transition for an additional 13 years so that the current school age 
attending children can complete their school journey unscathed from 
the deep psychological impacts that removing their comfortable social 
constructs that lead to a successful school experience. Lastly, and 
greedily I specifically moved here to be in that school. When I found 
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out my wife was pregnant with our first child 8 years ago, within the 
month, I had my house for sale and worked every day to transition to 
be in a home zoned to Cox Mill. I do not want to move again, I very 
much love where I live, but I must and will do so in order to be in that 
school. Moving is HIGHLY stressful on families, but I&#39;ve based 
my families life around this high school in the most literal sense, and I 
know as a fact that others in the neighborhood feel the same about the 
promised of going to the school we intended. Please, do not Re-Zone 
the Castlebrooke neighborhood to Northwest. Logistically, it 
doesn&#39;t make sense. For the Student Well-being, it does not make 
sense. For Family well being and living, it does not make sense. 
Please, let us stay.-Steve Foster 

Shashikiran 
Inukonda 

shashyinukonda@gmail.com Please DO NOT change Middle &amp; High school from Harris Road 
&amp; Cox Mill High to North west cabarrus Middle &amp; High 
schools for Pelhem Pointe Community. 

Laura Walker walkerlc91@gmail.com We bought our home specifically for the school districts which 
currently includes Cox Mill High School.  I am very concerned that the 
property values for our homes will be reduced and we should NOT 
have to change High Schools. 

Venkata Paladugu pal.vrk@gmail.com From the proximity and the 330 families getting impacted from the 
Wellington Chase neighborhood if option 2 or 3 being selected.so 
please select option 1 or as is what we got allocated for. 
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Sarah Perdue Smclo610@yahoo.com Hello. My name is Sarah Perdue, and my family and I live in 
Wellington Chase. We have heard that our neighborhood may not 
feed into Harris Road Middle and Cox Mill, anymore, after the 
redistricting. Is this the option that will impact the least amount of 
families? Our neighborhood is so close to Harris Road Middle and 
Cox Mill. We are confused as to why the feeder pattern would not 
continue to send us to these schools. We believe our neighborhood 
should continue to stay with the schools that we are already assigned 
to, due to our location, and due to the high impact this change would 
have on such a large amount of families. Thank you. 

TIM ORTSCHEID Timortscheid@gmail.com I feel strongly against sending my daughter to a school, NW middle, 
when her current zoned middle school, Harris Road is less than a mile 
from my house. This down doesn&#39;t seem to make much sense. 
We currently live in the Wellington Chase neighborhood and moved 
here just last year from the Farm at Riverpointe. We moved here 
because we heard a rumor that the redistricting was going ro happen 
and felt we would move as close as physically possible to the middle 
school we wanted to attend in order to avoid being restricted. I believe 
the schools should be the center of a community both metaphorically 
and physically. I see no reason to make my daughter ride a bus for an 
hour every morning when a school is within walking distance to our 
house. 
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K Gadwah kegadwah@gmail.com Please take into consideration current Cox Mill Juniors and Seniors.  
Many of these students have been part of the Odell/Harris Road 
school their entire life.  My son is currently a Junior at Cox Mill.  He is 
involved in sports, clubs and actively participates in school activities. 
Relocating during a students junior year would mean focusing on 
creating new friend, new team mates, new mentors and trying to find 
where they fit in.  Relocating to a new school can be very stressful. 
During a students junior year they should be focused academics, 
colleges and bonds of friendship.  Please consider grandfathering in 
Juniors and Seniors. 

Kellie Barber keltombar18@gmail.com When I moved to North Carolina , i chose the neighborhood I live in 
based on my daughter being able to attend Harris road middle School 
and Cox Mill High school. To move her with only 3 year remaining 
will be a huge upheaval  for her. She does not do well with change 
and I do not want her school standing to be affected by such a major 
change. Besides me there are going to be many students and families 
impacted by this decision to remove the students from what they 
know and send them to another school to start over.  I implore you to 
choose the option that will impact the least amount of families. 

Sathesh Singaram callmesathesh@gmail.com We are not interested in this realignment as it will rezone the high 
school from coxmill to west cabarrus which will also affect the house 
prices as well. Our wellington chase community would like to 
continue to be zoned in for cox mill school. 

Surendra Gogineni Goginenisurendra@gmail.com So many students will get impacted.Many families getting impacted 
due to this decision. 

Aparna Valathati aparnaveronica@gmail.com This rezoning will impact lot of children and their families in Concord 
Area. Hence we are not in favor of this realignment decision. 
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Mallory Caudle mallorycaudle@gmail.com Thank you all for your hard work. I live in a small community in 
Harrisburg, in,y 3 streets, Timber Forest off Morehead. My only issue 
is that the majority of the plans have my son going to Harrisburg 
Elementary, Hickory Ridge Middle, and then a few show Hickory 
Ridge High, but some send to Robinson. In option A especially, almost 
all of the students on this side of 49 go to Hickory Ridge, but our small 
neighborhood and Rocky River Crossing would go to JM Robinson. I 
would love to see our small neighborhood be included with College 
Park/Valhalla area and sent to Hickory Ridge if A was chosen so my 
son would not be separated from his peers he has been going to school 
with the previous 8 years. And I don't feel as if one small 
neighborhood would make a huge impact. 

Mallory Caudle mallorycaudle@gmail.com This is my second email, I apologize! I just noticed the main 
differences in options D1a and D1b, which seem to be the focus now. 
My neighborhood, Timber Forest is a small neighborhood on the 
Morehead side of 49. D1a is my preferred option because D1b has our 
kids going from Pitts School Elementary, same as D1a. Then to 
Hickory Ridge Middle, same as D1a. But then back to Robinson. That 
will be a lot of changes and connections lost moving back and forth 
from Concord to Harrisburg Schools. D1a keeps our neighborhood at 
Hickory Ridge High, so the kids would only have to make the 
transition once. Again, my neighborhood is very small. Thank you, 

Heather Fischer Hfischer1217@gmail.com The great school rating of northwest falls far below Cox mill. As a 
resident of wellington chase, I moved here to go to the Cox Mill 
schools. I fervently request that we stay in the Cox Mill schools. 
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Leslie Moore Lsmoore16@yahoo.com My daughter is a junior at Cox Mill HS. We moved here 3 yrs ago 
from New York and it has been a real adjustment for her. If I have to 
move her in her senior year it will be devastating to her and I know it 
will cause her grades to suffer in the most important year of school. I 
pray you reconsider your decision of re zoning. 

Dwayne Cooper nystateofmind@ctc.net I'm surprised that none of the high school options have the Riverwalk 
community off of Pitt School rd going to West Cabarrus.  I think it 
would be beneficial 

Jennifer martin Jenmarti@estee.com We want the Farm at Riverpoint to stay at Cox Mill High School. I 
have twins that are sophomores and want to graduate with Cox Mill. 
NW is not an option for us. 

Lazarus jenlaz11@yahoo.com I am still concerned that our neighborhood is not given any options of 
going to the new high school. We live so close to the school. Our kids 
friends, who live across the street, will all be going to the new school. 
This zoning doesn't make any sense on why we are carved out. 

Joe Fill joe.fill@mindspring.com Can you explain the grandfathering process further?  Next year, I will 
have a raising 9th and 11th grader at NWHS. The rising 11th grader is 
in the Academy of Health Sciences at NWHS and will continue there 
next year. If my 9th grader doesn&#39;t want to do the Academy at 
NWHS, will she be forced to go to the new WCHS under plan D1b or 
can she continue with the path at NWHS, with her 11th grade sibling?  
I know transportation would not be provided to NWHS if we are 
redistricted. 
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Chang Hong Ji jchangh@yahoo.com We are living in Wellington Chase community since year 2015, the 
Harris Rd Middle school and Cox Mill High are no longer an option to 
Wellington Chase. All of my neighbors feel that are unfair for the 
community. Both of schools are in 2 miles and rated higher than new 
assigned schools, we purchased house at Wellington Chase in year 
2015 because the schools. Now, they built and building more 
apartments, townhouses, houses in the area, it should not effect to our 
sources of education.Best regardsCharlie 

Marquita Macon mrmacon898@gmail.com I see a lot of concerns are in regards to traffic. I am very concerned 
about our high school children being at bus stops so early in the AM. 
When time falls back its freezing and pitch black dark at the bus stops 
which makes it harder for them to been seen by vehicles and makes 
them an easier target by predators. I believe if we adjust their start 
time it would help with traffic as well. May be they could start around 
8 or 8:30 versus 7am. A lot of people are headed to work around 7am 
so its already busy enough. This would also cut down on vehicles 
passing stopped buses to avoid being late. 

Emily Dobs Emilydobs@gmail.com I think the best options for the following realignments are: ES Option 
AMS Option AHS Option D. I feel very strongly that HS Option D is 
the best option. 

Angela Byrd Sugarmebareclt@gmail.com I live in The Mills at Rocky River and I would be in favor of D1b 
option that changes our highschool from Central to Hickory Ridge.  
Hickory Ridge HS is actually closer to your home than Cental 
Cabarrus. 

Angie Decarlo angeladecarlo28@yahoo.com I live at the mills at rocky river and I am in favor of option D1a that 
changes our high school from cental cabarrus to Hickory ridge. 

Angie Decarlo angeladecarlo28@yahoo.com I live at the mills at rocky river and I am in favor of option D1a that 
changes our high school from cental cabarrus to Hickory ridge. 
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Marni Cummings marnisc@gmail.com Please give rising junior and senior students a choice to remain at their 
current high school. We live in Pelhem Pointe, so this is specific to the 
CMHS realignment and also for future redistricting.Research shows 
that amongst teens, moving is associated with a higher incidence of 
depression, lower grades, and substance abuse. For introverts and 
teens slow to warm up to new environments and people, transferring 
to a new school is very challenging. I talk to people about relocation 
for a living and while this isn't exactly relocation, the transition is 
similar. Rising juniors, as well as seniors, are considering their future. 
High school has been preparing students for college, military, and 
careers. During high school, a student's involvement, as well as 
relationships built with teachers, coaches and peers are all vital 
components of not only their growth but gaining experience and 
college applications. Teachers and coaches have a big influence on 
students and the decision they make regarding their future. There are 
additional concerns: Do both (or all) schools offer the same classes, 
including encore?Regarding clubs and sports, do they both offer the 
same? Do they compete at the same level? If these students hold or are 
planning to run for an elected office, will they have the same success 
when moving in their junior year? Will the student be able to fit in a 
similar role or position? Please recognize the importance of these last 2 
years and all of the variables. Let's give rising junior and senior 
students the choice to be grandfathered in, rather forcing them to 
transfer during these last 2 crucial years. Whether this affects our class 
of 2021 student or probably not, I strongly believe it's crucial to let 
juniors remain, as well as seniors. (this is my 2nd post. That&#39;s 
how crucial I think this is, even now that I think our son is safe) 
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Kalahan Musunuri musunurikalahan@yahoo.com I have one school going kid to elementary/middle school starting next 
year. We invested in this area by buying the property for better 
education like Cox Mill High school.We oppose the realignment of our 
Wellington Chase community. We havearound 370 families/homes in 
our community and majority of them are school going kids. This 
realignment directly impacting many families. We will not be happy 
with the decision. Please take our concerns into consideration. Thank 
you! 

Rao Allada gangadharallada@gmail.com Hello, My name is Rao Allada and my Wifes&#39; is Divya Busam. 
We have been living in Welling Chase community of Concord NC 
since 2017. This is a friendly and beautiful community. The main 
reason for us moving here was the amazing the school districts it has. 
We wanted to raise our kids and provide the very best education there 
is as parents. It is the number one priorityfor us.My wife and I have 
heard a rather bothersome news in recent times about schools that 
there is a realignment of the schools in this area; We have learned that 
currently allocatedschool for this zone will be moved to another. We 
were kind of disappointed initially to hear it so thought of writing 
some feedback using the community feedback form. Wellington Chase 
is one of the biggest communities in Concord with diverse population 
and promising future. You may have received lot of feedback to the 
effect of schools realignment from parents in this community. Hope 
you give some thought, understand the point of view of parents and 
reconsider your decision. Thank you for your understanding and 
support in this regard. We sincerely hope that this area will continue 
to have the current school. 
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Venkata Naga 
Raveendra 
KORADA 

raveendra.vn@gmail.com I have 2 elementary school going kids. We have around 360 houses at 
Wellington Chaase. Most of the families have school going kids. I 
invested this area by buying a house for a better school education like 
cox mill school. This realignment will impact many families and kids 
in our community. I oppose the realignment of our community out of 
cox mill school. Please do the needful. 

Krishna 
Ravindranath 

Hrkrishna@gmail.com I have a school going kid Anagha H to elementary/middle school. We 
invested this area by buying the property for better education like Cox 
mill school. We oppose the realignment of our community.We have 
around 300 families in our community, majority of them are school 
going kids. This realignment directly impacting many families. We 
will not be happy with the decision. 

Sridhar Veeramalla Sridhar4rao@gmail.com We are not happy with new school and because of Odell school we 
bought property in Wellington chase. If we know earlier then we don't 
live here. This is not a correct decision and you have to take proper 
decisions from neighborhood and decide.This is completely bad 
decision and not happy with neighbors. 

Parthasarathy 
Nageswararao 

partha91@gmail.com I have a school going kid to elementary and will be going to middle 
school in 2 years. We invested in this area by buying the property for 
better education like cox mill school .We oppose the realignment of 
our community.We have 300 families in our community and the 
realignment will negatively affect our community where most of them 
have school going kids.We oppose the realignment and will not be 
happy if it is realigned. 
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Janaki Ramana K 
Gona 

ramana_gona@yahoo.com Deear Sir/Madam,We live in the Wellington chase community. The 
reason for moving from  mallard creek to wellington chase 
community area is the schooling system and specifically Concord 
Mills high school. The school has attracted us to invest and buy the 
house with high price. the second reason is most of the kids are made 
up their mind that their school is and will be Cox Mill high 
school.Therefore we strongly disagree with this realignment and i 
hope you consider our consent and take the appropriate decision to 
have piece of mind for all of us.Regards,Ramana Gona 

Nagapadmini Atluri padhminiatluri@gmail.com I have one school going kid to elementary/middle school starting next 
year.We invested in this area by buying the property for better 
education like Cox Mill High school.We oppose the realignment of our 
community Wellington Chase.We have around 360 families/homes in 
our community and majority of them are school going kids. This 
realignment directly impacting many families. We will not be happy 
with the decision. Also, smaller neighboring communities like Pelham 
point, etc.. are not part of realignment and we think our neighborhood 
is not treated fairly like others. Please take our concerns into 
consideration. Thank you! 

Bhanu Perugu Banumyname@gmail.com We invested this area by buying the property for better education like 
Cox mill school. We oppose the realignment of our community.We 
have around 300 families in our community, majority of them are 
school going kids. This realignment directly impacting many families. 
We will not be happy with the decision. 
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Madhavee Latha madhavee166@gmail.com Hi Rezoning team, We have 2 kids in our house and have quite a few 
kids going to the CCS schools in our neighbourhood. Our request is to 
keep our neighborhood in the Cox Mill high school district.  It is not 
even couple of years ago we made the decision to choose the 
Wellington Chase neighborhood based on the schools in the school 
district (cox mill school district). That will significantly impact our 
home prices and we oppose any decision to rezone the school district 
of our neighborhood.Appreciate for considering our view. Thanks 

Srinath Tokala srinath.tokala@gmail.com We live in Wellington Chase community and we were told by our 
builder that the High School Associated with the neighborhood is Cox 
Mill High, Concord. Looking at the school&#39;s rating and the 
feedback we got from people, we were relieved to invest in the area. 
But now with the new Rezoning rules, it is really disappointing. 
Appreciate if the Rezoning is reconsidered for our neighborhood. 

Bhanuchandrakuma
r Narayanam 

Nbckumar@gmail.com I have 2 kids going to elementary/middle school. We invested in this 
area by buying the property in cabarrus county for better education 
considering Cox mill school. We oppose the realignment of our 
community.We have around 300 families in our community, majority 
of them are school going kids. This realignment directly impacting 
many families and impact our home values. We will not be happy 
with the decision. 

Chandra S chandu862@Yahoo.com Currently my kid is going to WR Odell primary school. We have 
bought the house in Wellignton Chase, which is close to this school. 
We have invested in this area for better education and convenience. 
Majority of the families in our communities have school going kids. 
The realignment of the school zone will directly impact us. What 
worries me is most of my kids friends will go to Cox mills high school 
and my kids will be moved to completely a new school where he may 
not know anyone. I oppose the realignment of the schools. 
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Ajith Puram ajithpuram@gmail.com Hi I live in wellington Chase neighbour hood, we moved in here as we 
know that it was under Cox mill high school, We have invested huge 
amount in buying the house in this neighbourhood to come under this 
school district, I am opposing the realigment of my community to 
different high school 

kiran Divyakola dkiran16@gmail.com Hi,This is Kiran Divyakola. I have 2 kids going to elementary school 
and soon they will be going to Middle school. I have moved to 
concord because of good schools and brought my house wellington 
chase community because of Harris middle and Cox mill high school.  
We oppose the realignment of our community to different high school. 
We have 300 families in our community and majority of them are 
school going kids. This realignment will impact our families. We will 
be not happy with the decision. Address: 9699 colts neck ln concord 
NCCommunity: Wellington Chase 

bhasker akkapelli bhasker.akkapelli@gmail.com If Wellington chase community move out from Odell it will be a 
problem around 100 kids.. 

Ranga Prashant 
Reddy 
Kanchamreddy 

rangaprashanth.k@gmail.com Hi,we are planning to send our kid to school next year, and we have 
invested in wellington chase community as we have better schools like 
cox mill.we oppose our community being realigned.  we have around 
300 families in our community mostly with school going kids and this 
process will impact us directly.Please consider in having our 
community stay within the current school zone.Thanks,Prashanth. 
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Vivek Kidambi vivek.kidambi@gmail.com We looked at the recent proposal to rezone school for our community, 
Wellington Chase. I must say with regret that we are very unhappy 
with this decision. We bought home at wellington chase because it has 
Cox Mill High school as school district and it is highly rated school. 
We have 350+ families in our community and majority of them are 
directly impacted with this decision. I hope you are considering this 
before arriving with a decision. Look forward to a positive decision. 
Regards,Vivek Wellington Chase 

Manish Khot manish.khot@gmail.com Hi , I live in Wellington chase community and I am writing this to 
express my opposition to rezone Wellington chase out of cox mill high 
school. We have kids that go to middle  school and an elementary 
school and we bought our house 3 years ago with the express 
understanding that the kids will go to cox mill high schoolI appreciate 
your consideration of my requestThank youManish Khot 

Srikanth 
Kondamadugula 

sritarg@yahoo.com We are from Wellington chase community and we have 2 kids we 
have planned to go to coxs mill high school in few years. We like to 
have kids to go coxs mill high rather than other high school. I feel, 
There will be impact in the quality of education for the kids that will 
be received if the school is changed. I believe there are 300 plus 
families that are impacted. So from my end I am interested for the 
change of school.ThanksSrikanth 

Srikanth 
Kondamadugula 

sritarg@yahoo.com Hi,My kids will be impacted with the education if the cox mill high 
school is changed. Cox mill high is one of the factor we bought the 
house in Wellington Chase community. Along with our there are 
many other kids impacted with the school change. So I am not 
interested to change the  cox school change for Wellington Chase. 
Please consider.ThanksSrikanth 
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Ravi Pampana ravipampana@yahoo.com I have a son who is in 3rd grade going to elementary/middle school. 
We invested this area by buying the property for better education like 
Cox mill school. We oppose the realignment of our community.We 
have around 300 families in our community, majority of them are 
school going kids. This realignment directly impacting many families. 
We will not be happy with the decision. 

Ramesh Yamanuri rameshbabuy@gmail.com I have school going kids Elementary and Middle school.We bought a 
house in this area for better education in schools like Cox mill 
elementary/Odell,Harris road middle and Cox mill high school.We 
oppose the realignment of our community.We have more than 350 
families in our community, out of which most are school going 
kids.The realignment will directly many families.We will not be happy 
with this decision. 

Prasad Gurudu gprasad.g@gmail.com Hello,I live in Wellington Chase, I have chosen this community 
because of school boundaries which we currently have. This 
realignment directly impacts our community and families. I oppose 
the option to remove the Wellington Chase from Cox Mill HS. 
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Sharan Kripak sharan.kripak@gmail.com Please retain the Wellington Chase community within the Cox Mill 
High School district. Cox Mill High is a very good school and has 
much higher ratings than North West Cabarrus High. The courses 
offered and opportunities available at Cox Mill High are much 
superior in comparison to those offered by North West Cabarrus 
High. Any decision to move Wellington Chase from Cox Mill High to 
North West Cabarrus High will negatively impact the affected 
students, and there are several in the neighborhood that would be 
impacted. The students would be ripped away from friends whom 
they have known since elementary school, and then be put in a new 
environment during their most critical High School years. There 
should be a focus on improving the standard of North West Cabarrus 
High, so that it becomes a desirable school and does not impact any 
student that is being rezoned to a new school, nor the community in 
general. Until that happens, my vote is to retain the Wellington Chase 
community within the Cox Mill High School district. Thank you 

DEVENDRA 
PRAJAPATI 

devenprj@gmail.com 
Will impact the kids living in Wellington Chase community. 

Apel, Fred   Disapprove all options you are not giving Castlebrooke any options to 
remain at Cox Mill High School yet half way up Jim Johnson road in 
being included that makes no sense that you are drawing the line in 
the middle of a road? You are impacting our children&#39;s education 
after spending 2 years in high school, their college requirements, 
sports teams,  not to mention taking them from friends they have been 
with for over 10 School years.  At the very least allow upper classman 
JRs and SRs to finish at Cox Mill at this point. If not you leave us no 
option but to pull our child out of public school to finish which is a 
shame, he wants to graduate with his friends. It may not be a big deal 
to you all but it is to these kids you are hurting. 
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Sanjeev Saxena sansaxin@yahoo.com We live in Harrisburg area and my son goes to Hickory Ridge middle 
school, his most of classmates will go to Hickory Ridge High School. 
My kids development it is necessary to assign Hickory ride school for 
our area.ThanksSanjeev6984 Founders Way,Harrisburg, NC 28075 

Brenda Rackoff brendarackoff@gmail.com Could you please clarify what the highlighted and double asterisks 
indicates for certain schools listed on pages 6 and 7 on your meeting 7 
powerpoint.Also, could you determine where the numbers came from 
for Beverly Hills Elementary School.  Free and Reduced Lunch 
Applications for the School Nutrition Program have not been collected 
since 2016-17 school year. I would like to be contacted directly with 
these answers.Thank you, Brenda Rackoff 

Carrie Barfield carebear8782@hotmail.com Good Afternoon, My name is Carrie Barfield and I currently live in the 
Vahalla neighborhood. My daughter will start Kindergarten next year 
and is currently assigned to go to Pitts School Elementary. I would 
love for her to be able to attend Harrisburg Elementary.  Please 
consider realigning the Vahalla neighborhood to the Harrisburg 
Elementary district. Thank you for your time! 

Angie Charles angela.charles@carolinashealthcare.or
g 

Please give consideration for children from the neighborhood named 
The Farm to attend Harris Road Middle School. Study criteria includes 
close proximity and minimizing impact on students therefore please 
consider that Harris Road Middle School is 4.4 miles away from The 
Farm. NorthWest Cabarrus Middle is 8.7 miles away therefore 
doubling the busing costs and scheduling strain for children if they 
are aligned to NW Cabarrus Middle school. 
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Angela & Andy 
Weyenberg 

aweyenberg16@gmail.com For what it's worth, I understand the need to realign the school district 
lines because of the substantial growth in and around this area. 
However...when we purchased land to built our home, the deal-
breaker decision was based on the assigned high school for our area, 
which is Cox Mill High School. He is a Sophomore this year, and is 
doing well. We are located in the upper far left-hand side of Cabarrus 
County line. If you make this change, he will be uprooted again, to go 
to a NCHS. There must be some allowances made, for our high school 
students who are well-adjusted in their final years of schooling. Even 
if it is to allow the currently attending students the option, of 
continuing on at their currently assigned high school, or accepting the 
change to go to the newly assigned high school, once that is decided. 
Even if that means that the students who decide to stay at their current 
high school, would have to provide their own transportation to and 
from school. Where the student who decides to go to the newly 
assigned school, would have the option for the school bus to and from 
school. Please consider our high school students wishes, as well as the 
families who have invested in this community based on schools for 
our children. There should be a transition phase based on options. 
Food for thought. 

Priyanka vermA Priyanka3verma@gmail.com This will impact atleast 100+ students from our community. We want 
better futyre for our kids. 
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Vanessa Ore vanore3@yahoo.com In the plan for The Farm At Riverpoint, once again our neighborhood 
gets the shaft and we all roll with it. Regardless, either scenario has us 
moving to NW Cabarrus HS. I don&#39;t have a problem with that 
since Cox Mill is way overcrowded and it seems to make sense from 
what is lined out. However, when is this change/rezoning all suppose 
to take place? My concern, and I&#39;m sure others, is moving our 
kids twice from Schools. My child is a rising 9th grader and I would 
much rather just shift her to the School she is going to move in to then 
uproot her in 10th or 11th grade. 

Keith Cartwright keith.cartwright@hotmail.com As a resident of Wellington Chase, I oppose this change because it will 
disrupt the feeder pattern of the schools for our neighborhood.  This 
will have a negative effect on students that have advanced to middle 
and high school.  These are already tough transitions but to change 
from your area and your comfort zone is detrimental to young people.  
I ask that you keep our community in the Cox Mill feeder pattern to 
maintain the continuity of our students education. 

Alice C Hinds alicechinds@gmail.com Cox Mill 

DEANA LADD deanaladd@gmail.com I would like to express my hope again that The Woodlands 
neighborhood go to West Cabarrus. We are closer to there than JM 
Robinson and my daughter is very much hoping to be in some of the 
programs offered at West Cabarrus. Thank you for your consideration. 
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Jennifer Cotton jennifermariecotton@gmail.com I&#39;m not sure who thought it was OK or even wise for a child to 
attend a middle school for 4 years, to be groomed for the high school 
only to have to attend a school that&#39;s not in their came 
town????????? What adults do this to children? I&#39;m so absolutely 
disgusted that you would move our high school from Hickory Ridge 
to JM Robinson. A city that we don&#39;t live in! So you&#39;re 
telling me my children will be attending Hickory Ridge middle, being 
groomed for 4 years as a hickory ridge student getting ready to attend 
the high school only to know in the backs of their minds that they will 
not be graduating to the sister high school with their other friends 
they will attend 4 years and grow up with? I don&#39;t know how far 
along you are in with this realignment so it&#39;s probably not even 
worth expressing how I feel about this but I can say that it does not 
make any sense to have a child attend Hickory Ridge Middle for 4 
years then attend JM Robinson. 
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Joe Bjerg miamijoe@rocketmail.com Thank you for allowing me to opine regarding the Northchase 
Subdivision. A very small subdivision that keeps getting moved into 
the Odell Elem. area from Cox Mill Elementary School. It is a pretty 
big safety hazard for our neighborhood considering the easy 
&quot;rule of rights&quot; leaving our neighborhood going to CME 
versus a very dangerous left hand turn at the only exit from our 
subdivision. At the height of rush hour 7:45 to 8:15AM. With all of the 
growth coming from proposed townhomes and apartments proposed 
on open land near us, that left turn will not be even possible. This is 
more of a safety issue than needs. We, again are a very small very 
established 44 home neighborhood that does not contribute to the 
overcrowding numbers that other neighborhoods do. I ask that as you 
have well discerned in the past realignments, move Northchase back 
to CME on all your &quot;D&quot; maps. This follows the natural 
flow of traffic and would be a much safer option. This coming from 
someone who has lived in this same neighborhood for over 20 years 
and sees it everyday. 

SWADEEP 
MIRYALA 

swadeep13@gmail.com I am part of Christenbury Community which is 1+ mile to the Cox Mill 
school ideally should be part of this school. I hope you will consider 
this and realign as per the community locations. 

Michelle parker Micelle.parker1017@gmail.com Rocky river crossings parents are pissed that we might be realigned to 
another elementary s ho. We love Pitts and I have a childWith special 
needs and this is the only elementary school I will allow him to go to. 

Tania Wahl taniagwahl@gmail.com Thank you for being transparent with the process. My only concern is 
the kids in Rocky River Crossing attending elementary and middle 
school with all the same kids, than having to go over to Robinson for 
High School while everyone else they know if at Hickory Ridge. 
Please consider keeping Rocky River Crossing zoned for Hickory 
Ridge High School. 
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Joanna Harris JoannaHarris05@gmail.com Thank you for all the work you committee is doing.  Unfortunately, I 
am not in favor of the current D1a or b options.  Both of these leave 
Waterford on Shiloh Church no option to stay at Cox Mill High. I have 
read through your criteria and we meet every one if we were to stay at 
Cox Mill.  We would not cause over crowding, it is the closest school 
to our home, it would stay in line with parent communing patterns 
especially those with middle and high schoolers and parents who 
travel to Charlotte for work.  It would establish a clear feeder pattern 
since moving us would only take 17% of our children away after 
Middle School causing them to move on without familiar faces and 
families!!  This would have a massive negative impact on our children 
during their most important years!  Moving our children from Harris 
Road disrupts their continuity.  Staying at Cox Mill minimizes the 
amount of student impact, and also establishes contiguous zones as all 
the other children from Odell and Harris Road will all go to Cox Mill.  
A natural boundary road could just as easy be Jim Johnson Road.  I 
know our entire quadrant wants to stay at Cox Mill, not just our 
Waterford neighborhood.  By moving our students you would have to 
turn your back on the majority, if not all, of your criteria.  I am asking 
you to consider our students as humans who have worked hard to 
develop relationships with their community not just a line on a 
boundary map.  I know you all care and again I appreciate your time.  
I just do not understand the benefit of moving us when it makes no 
sense from a criteria standpoint or as a mother who has to explain to 
her children they will not only be able to go to school with their 
sibling who would be a Sr but leave all of their friends as well. 
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Tate Harris Tkynett88@gmail.com I am not in favor of option D1a or b.  17% is a horribly low feeder 
pattern for HRMS to NWHS.  I am asking that you reconsider moving 
Shiloh Church Road and the Waterford Communities and let us stay 
at Cox Mill.  Our families have chosen this area and the Cox Mill 
school district.  Please do not take that away.  Moving High Schools 
would put a strain on an already long commute to Charlotte.  It would 
send us the opposite direction and further away from the middle 
school.  Please reconsider tearing our children away from friends that 
they have known since Elementary School.  Low feeder patterns are a 
huge deal when your child is in that 17%!!  Please give us an option to 
stay!! 
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Christine A Plaisted christineplaisted@gmail.com There are 4 NEW proposed neighborhoods that will affect the 
attendance of Hickory Ridge Middle and High Schools.  One of the 4 
was just approved a month ago by Town Council and sadly there is a 
pretty good chance that the other 3 will follow suit.  Attendance 
projects need to be adjusted to reflect this especially since you are 
trying to move The Mills a large community still under construction 
and other undeveloped areas to these schools (more specifically the 
High School). At the time of the proposed new High School was 
presented, it was also presented that Central High would be 
expanded/revamped.  My understanding is that now a new High 
School will need to be built instead and the proposed area is East and 
South of the current Central High Location.  Why are neighborhoods 
from that area then being reassigned to Hickory Ridge causing the 
projections of over populating to skyrocket?  The new school should 
be designed to correct the over population issue at Central and service 
that current area allowing Hickory Ridge High to service the area that 
will be serviced by Hickory Ridge Middle school. Some of the current 
proposals will set the stage for another shift of High School kids when 
Central is moved. By viewing future plans today, more kids in both 
areas would then be able to move thru the Elementary-High School 
years with the same set of friends and classmates vs. the jumping back 
and forth that is currently proposed. 

Allison Coore allisoncoore@yahoo.com PB#168 is pleased with current maps that show we would remain in 
Harrisburg schools. B and D (including modified versions of D) 
options remain our preference. 
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Lori Tetterton ltturnip@yahoo.com I have studied these graphs, maps, and demographic information 
thoroughly. I am greatly opposed to the realignment of our 
neighborhood Wellington Chase to Northwest Cabarrus middle and 
High school. Many of the maps, show 73 as a divide for our 
neighborhood. This is illogical when you have WR Odell and Harris 
Rd literally &quot;across&quot; the street from Wellington Chase. 
Please explain how it makes logical sense to move children (who 
literally have less than a mile to the elementary and middle school) to 
a school almost six miles away? In morning traffic, our children will 
be in cars and buses an extended amount of time to reach Northwest 
schools. Families specifically built homes RIGHT ACROSS the street 
on 73, so our children could attend school less than a mile from our 
homes. Looking at maps on a computer screen, doesn&#39;t portray 
the real life logistics of locations at times. Getting in a car or bus, 
spending double the time in traffic to get from a school that&#39;s less 
than a mile from Wellington Chase neighborhood VS driving in 
&quot;real morning&quot; traffic six miles away, is a 
SIGNIFICANT/ABSURD difference. For SAFETY reasons, we all want 
our children on buses for as little time as possible. Of course , it&#39;s 
not only extremely convenient to be across from the schools, but the 
most importantly for the SAFETY of our children traveling on buses 
each morning and afternoon. I intend for our tax money for public 
schools/transportation to be used efficiently. Extending transportation 
mileage is an extra gas expense. I&#39;m sure it&#39;s not 
astronomical increase, but not frugal decision either. Being able to 
reach my children in case of emergency, is of dire importance in this 
day and age. Parents are uneasy with children being bused further 
away due to safety reasons related to school shootings as well. It is 
unfortunate, but nonetheless a proximity concern for parents.  The 
feeder map D1A draft 3 is the most reasonable choice. It maintains 
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children within the same school districts originally projected years ago 
(WR. Odell, Harris, and Cox Mill HS. Using Hwy 73 as a divider for 
schools shouldn&#39;t be the deciding factor of realignment. I 
understand the population of students has exploded and needs 
addressing, but please consider &quot;real-life&quot; scenarios when 
&quot;moving&quot; children from schools &quot;across the 
street&quot; and placing them in unfamiliar demographics, just 
because it looks good on a map and the numbers &quot;added 
up.&quot;  Thank you 

Brian Sullivan bcsulliv@gmail.com It is not clear to me whether or when a particular neighborhood will 
be &quot;officially&quot; designated for an elementary school district. 
Specifically, I&#39;m looking to find out whether Porter&#39;s 
Landing neighborhood will be moved from being zoned for Bethel ES 
to Hickory Ridge ES. On the latest version of the study, it shows two 
options as staying at their current ES, which is Bethel. However, the 
shading isn&#39;t green, suggesting that perhaps it could still change? 
Given that the only two options showing, still show Beth ES, is there 
any possibility that they could be re-drawn to go to Hickory Ridge ES, 
which is only 2 miles away from the neighborhood. 

Suhasini 
Rayadurgam 

suhasini.r@gmail.com Real estate value depreciation due to changes in school zone may not 
be welcome as we have been residents for many years. . 

Gabrielle Carneglia gabrielle@teamcarneglia.com I have clients interested in the Porters Landing subdivision. I am 
getting conflicting info on whether or not this subdivision will stay at 
Bethel Elementary or change to Hickory Ridge Elementary when that 
school opens in 2020. Can someone please provide the correct 
information? Thank you! 
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Rachel Silva rebechell@aol.com My son goes to Winkler Middle. We live in Freedom Acres 
neighborhood right of Weddington Road. We are on the back side of 
Woodlands. Woodlands merge with Freedom Acres on Monticello 
Road. We are 1.5 miles away from Weddington Hill's Elementary,  
Winkler Middle and the new High School. In the current proposal to 
send us to JM Robinson, which is 2.1 miles away, crossing highway 29 
and Pitts School road. JM robinson is further, crossing a highway and 
therefore not an expected move to our kids. We live in the same street 
of the new High  School! The kids neighbor across the street which 
have been together with our kids since kindergarten is going to the 
new high school, while only our neighborhood on Weddington Road 
is being sent to the old high school. Please reconsider your project to 
include all the neighborhoods along Weddington Road up to Pitt 
School Road. We are closer, on the same street, with friendships 
attached and safer not having our new drivers crossing a highway 
twice a day, everyday. Thank you so much. 

Kelly Woodland Kelawoodland@gmail.com As a resident of Freedom Acres neighborhood I am disappointed to 
see our zoning for HS is J.M. Robinson. Based on the map and 
concerns for safety getting too school for young drivers and proximity 
to school, West Cabarrus HS makes far more logical sense in the 
zoning pattern. 

Jonathan Hickman jonathan.c.hickman@gmail.com I would have to think that the Freedom Acres neighborhood would 
have to be included for the zoning of the new West Cabarrus High 
school.  With it being 2.5 miles from the new school and 4 miles from 
Jay M. Robinson, it would seem like a logical choice.  It may only be a 
few miles difference, but the fuel savings on the buses will add up 
over time. 
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Jessica Shortell jessicashortell@gmail.com Freedom Acres Subdivision off of Weddington Rd should be zoned for 
West Cabarrus High.  The new school will be closer to this subdivision 
then Robinson High. 

Nimrata Singh nimrata_singh2@yahoo.com I am a resident of the Wellington Chase community and have a strong 
concern regarding the realignment decision to move the high school to 
North West Cabarrus High School next year. We are a small 
community, and the impact to the handful High School students that 
reside here would be significant.  There are barely 10 High School 
students in the neighborhood, which does not really help with 
balancing the count at CMHS but has a significant impact to the 
students concerned, and their life and career decisions. My son is 
taking all advanced courses this year, and we are very concerned that 
the re-zoning will be a step back and will not present the same level of 
opportunities he has at Cox Mill High School. We have recently 
moved to the neighborhood, and this neighborhood has been around 
longer than all the newer neighborhoods that are recently being 
developed in our vicinity. Also, the ranking and level of the 
NorthWest Cabarrus High School does not even come close to the 
level of Cox Mill High School. I would ask that there should be some 
focus to provide the same level of advanced teaching and courses at 
the school before making this big decision so that us parents have 
some level of confidence in these decisions that impact our 
children&#39;s futures. If a change is to be made, please make some 
provisions to retain students who are already in Cox Mill High, and 
allow them to graduate from there. 
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JUSTIN W JONES JUSTINW.JONES@GMAIL.COM As a parent of an elementary age child at Carl A. Furr, I was excited to 
hear about the new West Cabarrus HS being built right down the 
street. Freedom Acres is so close to the new school it is ridiculous for 
us not to go there. The cutoff line is literally our neighborhood. Not to 
include our neighborhood and Carriage Downs is appalling. I thought 
the goal was to put kids in a closer school? Requiring our kids to go to 
Jay M Robinson HS subjects them to more traffic. Please reconsider 
this zoning! 

Todd Rixman trixman35@gmail.com Neither Option I nor Option II should be adopted. Both violate what 
should be the primary guidelines: 1) No feeder pattern should require 
less than 10% of students from the lower-level school to attend the 
higher-level school. Option I is particularly egregious in this regard, 
requiring only 3% of WR Odell ES attendees to attend NW Cabarrus 
MS. 2) No change in the feeder pattern should exceed a 2x length in 
transit from home to school. I abandoned the effort to count violations 
of this guideline in each option. 

Timothy Hedgepeth timhedgepeth@gmail.com We are for the rezoning of Hickory Ridge High school to include the 
Mills at Rocky River area (Patriots Elementary and CC Griffin 
Middle). Thank you. 

TIMOTHY JOEL 
HEDGEPETH 

timhedgepeth@gmail.com 
We support HS Draft Option 1 

Ashley Van Fossen Ashvanfossen@gmail.com My family and I are concerned with being able to move from Odell 
Primary/Elementary to Harris Road Middle School. We want to stay 
with Harris Road MS. 
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sean laughlin sean@digitalbraincandy.com I think a lot of concerns from the community could be alleviated if you 
allow grandfathering of kids that are currently in these schools to 
finish their schooling with their friends and in the programs they are 
in. School is not just math and science-- it is also the building of 
relationships with teachers and peers. I hope the committee is driving 
some of these plans they are proposing. Some of what is being 
proposed makes no sense from a logic point of view. Some of these 
proposals has us driving much further away than we currently do 
while having other residents driving further away from their closest 
schools.Finally, I would encourage the committee to keep 
Heatherstone with HES. We are the last community on Stallings before 
the divide to Patriots and we should be with the rest of the 
communities on Stallings going to HES. 

Kathleen 
scheuerman 

Kathy.scheuerman@gmail.com Hi, I do not understand why only 5 houses on Pharr Mill Rd are being 
redistributed to CC Griffin. My neighbor across the street and next 
door are staying at Hickory Ridge Middle.  This will create hardships 
for carpooling for after school activities. Plus one bus will pick up 
across the street and another at my house that seems like an ineffective 
use of the school buses.  I believe it would make more sense to leave 
these 5 houses at Hickory Ridge Middle with all their neighbors and 
friends.  Please provide the reasoning that only these homes are being 
redistricted to CC Griffin so that I may understand the logic.  Thank 
you 
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Shannon Fabin shannonfabin@gmail.com I would implore you to consider option D. Our particular 
neighborhood, Waterford, would bring so little impact to Cox Mill 
High School. While I understand that you have to draw the line 
somewhere, busing my children to NWCMS and NWCHS is out of 
our entire living area. It&#39;s not where we live, or shop, or play 
sports, or interact with the community at all. For my seventh grade 
son it would mean a switch to a new school, with none of his current 
friends going with him, during his sophomore year. We purchased 
our home in Waterford because of Cox Mill High School. That&#39;s 
it. The main reason. To have this change coming so soon after we 
moved (august 2017) is beyond frustrating. Regardless of where this 
decision lands, please do better in keeping the community informed of 
upcoming changes well in advance. We would never have purchased 
in this neighborhood if we knew there was a chance of this 
realignment happening. As it is, we are strongly considering moving 
because of this potential change. Or, we will put our children in a 
charter school which takes money away from Cabarrus County 
Schools, and is not our first choice.I beg of you to strongly consider 
option D. 

Tanecia Lee-Bailey TaneciaL@hotmail.com Currently my child is a 9th grader at Cox Mill High School. Will they 
be able to continue to attend after the realignment is completed if they 
have their own transportation? 

Joanna Harris JoannaHarris05@gmail.com We prefer the original option D for our neighborhood along Shiloh 
Church Road.  It makes no sense for parents and buses with children  
at Odell to drive the opposite direction to go to NorthWest Middle or 
High especially when Harris Road is in the same neighborhood as 
Odell Primary.  Cox Mill High and Harris Road are the closest schools 
to us and makes the most economical sense. 
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Andrea Clark kslacayo@yahoo.com I support the current assignment and/or Option 1 for the Founders 
Reserve Subdivision (132).  As so many other residents have indicated, 
I specifically purchased my home in Harrisburg in order for my 
children to attend Hickory Ridge Middle and High.  My oldest 
graduated in 2018 and I strongly oppose having to send my child to 
Jay M Robinson for her 11th &amp; 12th grade years.  She has 
developed relationships with her peers since her time at Hickory 
Ridge Middle. She is also very active in Hickory Ridge High&#39;s 
student body leadership and various clubs.  Having her to transfer 
schools next year will disrupt her highschool foundation that she 
has/is molding.  Hickory Ridge Middle and High are very good 
schools and I strongly hope you consider and decide to keep the kids 
that are already assigned there to remain there.  That&#39;s why I 
chose to purchase a home and spend my money in the town that these 
schools are located in.  Thanks. 

Sheila Dodson Dodson2001@gmail.com I sure hope I am misreading  these maps.I live on the Food Lion side  
of Hwy 49 in Harrisburg in Town Center.  One reason for purchasing 
property in Harrisburg was so my granddaughter could go to Hickory 
Ridge with her friends and neighbors.  I don't want to live in 
Harrisburg and her go to school in Concord.This is not acceptable. 
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Elizabeth Bishop bishopte@ctc.net I feel option 1 of the two on the agenda for November 7th is the best of 
the two. I am concerned for the kids that go to Hickory Ridge middle, 
where they develop a culture of &quot;WE&quot; with Hickory Ridge 
High School and then are pulled to go to JM Robinson High School. 
This will happen every year, not just due to realignment. This is 
concerning at this level because at that age, the social networks of 
these kids are the most important thing. Going from middle school to 
high school is scary enough without having to do it by leaving all of 
your friends. It seems to effect fewer kids in Option 1 than in option 2 
therefore, I would hope that option 1 is the choice made. 
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Kimberly Kuhn kever4@yahoo.com Moving into Freedom Acres last year with an elementary aged child, 
the fact that a new high school was being built just 2.5 miles down the 
road was a big driver for us. We just assumed that would be the case. 
Newer, quality school buildings facilitate quality education as well as 
newer security. Who doesn't want quality education for their children, 
a safer place to send them, and who wouldn't want a home in good 
school district? It makes sense that homes in desirable districts enjoy 
increased property values. The problem with the proposed 
realignment is that Freedom Acres is not part of the new high school. 
In fact the new school line cuts off at our neighborhood, our neighbors 
in Carriage Downs will attend the new high school but we will not. 
One of the initiatives for the realignment that you wish children to go 
to the school within closest proximity. Jay M Robinson HS is more 
than a mile further away for us and crosses over 29 which means an 
unnecessary increase in risks for an accident not only for the buses but 
for our children who are of driving age.  Clearly if you are trying to 
use major roads then Pitts School Rd should be the cut-off ‚Äì not a 
bump to include 1 neighborhood.A couple other initiatives are feeder 
patterns and minimizing impact on students are other goals. If you 
look at the proposed feeder pattern for Winkler MS they split it 
whereby 62% of kids will go to new HS and 38% will go to old HS. 
These kids have made friendships and have been in school together, 
some since kindergarten will now be separated after middle school.  
There is a huge importance of friendships for success in school and life 
beyond the classroom.Newly built schools have newer technology to 
better meet the current and future needs of my child.  . Schools now 
must rethink building design to address security issues like mass 
shootings.  Newly built schools will have better security to address 
21st century safety needs.I as well as many of my neighbors are 
hoping that you will include Freedom Acres to attend the new school 
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as it will greatly impact the well-being of our children in more ways 
than one.Thank you. 

Pradeep Nootakki Deepn06@yahoo.com Geographic location of winding walk is just back side of the Cox Mill 
elementary school and it would be appropriate if the school remains 
our home school. 

Brandi Geoghegan brandigeoghegan@gmail.com It seems sad that some residence of Harrisburg will have to be 
realigned to a Concord school. I don&#39;t feel that is very fair 
although it is the same county. HS option 1 should be strongly 
considered.I don&#39;t feel it equal for MS option II as it leaves out 
the neighborhood across the street (Glen Grove). These kids have gone 
to HiRMS since 6th grade as well. Glen Grove should be included if 
Falcon Chase, MOrris Glen and Roberta Crossing are in the zone. 

Mark Dayvault Mark.dayvault@gmail.com In effort to stick to the objectives of the committee I would recommend 
relooking at PB89, PB90 and PB91 on both option 1 and option 2  of the 
high school realignment maps.  These 3 areas account for just 19 
students and have a perfect natural boarder that backs up to 2 other 
neighborhoods that are currently zoned for the new school (Cairage 
Downs and Gable Oaks). The natural boarders would be Weddington 
Rd, Pitts School Rd and Poplat Tent Rd.  The transportation to the new 
school is just 2.4 miles straight down Weddington Rd.  Which is 1 mile 
closer than JM Robinson.  All of the neighborhoods involved are just 
as easy to get out of as Carriage Downs.Thank you for your 
consideration.Mark Dayvault 
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Todd Rixman trixman35@gmail.com I attended the information session on November 7 and spoke at length 
with Mr. Cropper. I was alarmed to learn that no objective measures 
of success in meeting the established criteria had been established. It is 
impossible to determine if the alignment committee, with Mr. 
Cropper&#39;s assistance, is considering the best alternatives. When 
questioned on it, Mr. Cropper intimated that avoiding objective 
measures was done deliberately. Later, another parent questioned Mr. 
Cropper&#39;s sincerity whether community feedback was being 
incorporated into the realignment process. To my dismay, the more 
Mr. Cropper spoke, the less I felt that input from the community was 
being considered. He had no plausible answer when asked how the 
Option I and Option II maps came about, when aspects of the maps 
were radically different than any prior map. Despite his earlier 
contention that all criteria were given equal consideration, he asserted 
that utilization was given primary concern, and the other criteria were 
given lesser weight. After some time, he stated that it was very 
unlikely that the maps would be changed, contradicting the message 
he delivered during his introductory presentation. While one could 
thank Mr. Cropper for his (reluctant) candor, the consensus among my 
peers was that Mr. Cropper was not a credible source of information. 

Joel Johns joeljohns@hotmail.com With the 2 options left, the neighborhood concerns page shows The 
Mills at Rocky River attending Hickory Ridge HS in both options. 
When looking at the included maps, it looks like option 2 has us going 
to Central Cabarrus HS. Please clarify which one is correct. 
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Michael Cox mcox@paysw.com Please reconsider Option #1 (for ES and MS) for Province Greene 
subdivision - which is across the street from Laurel Park, off George 
Lyle Parkway.   The committee has 10 criteria, and Option #1 does not 
meet at least 50% of those criteria. See list below: Close Proximity - 
Weddington Hills and Winkler MS are LESS than 1 mile 
away.Maximize busing efficiencies in transportation of students - See 
above, when compared to option #2 this literally makes no sense. 
Establish clear feeder patterns and continuity - Option #1 DOES NOT 
have a cohesive feeder patter (ES through HS). You will eventually be 
shifting kids from Northwest Middle to West Cabarrus HS. Minimize 
impact on students - Elementary is changing with Option #1. Use 
major roads and natural boundaries wherever feasible to define 
attendance zones - I&#39;m sure George Lyles was considered a 
natural boundary (which would make it seem, aft face value, that this 
criteria is met).  However, if you read the actual criteria definition it is 
clear student safety concerns would NOT be met here - as you&#39;d 
cause children to cross Poplar Tent, Highway 73, etc.   It is a much 
longer distance traveled across heavily used roadways - when 
opposed to just sending these kids 1 mile to Weddington Hills and 
Winkler MS.  Thank you for reading this and looking past the 
&quot;data&quot;.   Michael Cox704.883.6722 

Kalaiyarasi 
Thandavarayan 

kalaisundari@yahoo.com We are living in Wellington Chase community for last 10 years. We 
like to have our home school for high school is Cox Mill High School. 

Ramanujam 
Nathamuni 

ramanujam_n@hotmail.com We are in Wellingon Chase neighbhorhood for last 10 years. We like to 
stay in Cox Mill high school. Please don&#39;t change our home high 
school . 
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Betty Sekimonyo 
Ilunga 

BOBETTY@HOTMAIL.COM I live not in a subdivision. My children have Pitts School Road as 
elementary, Hickory Ridge as Middle School and Hickory HS as High 
School. My address is 5323 Roberta Road, Harrisburg, NC or 5323 
Roberta Road, Concord 28027 (Yes, I have two addresses since I am at 
the borderline). Would my children be able to keep their home school 
or is it changing?I was not able to attend the public meeting on 
November 7, will you hold another one?Thank you,Betty 
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Subramanian 
Ramchandran 

ramchans@hotmail.com I am a resident of Wellington Chase community Based on the draft 
version provided looks like there are some changes for High School 
and Middle School. Our current schools are Cox Mill high and Harris 
Middle. -- High School Change Impact 1) Majority of my son&#39;s 
classmates will continue to go to CMHS and only a selected few is 
been moved. This is going to impact him socially.2) Distance wise both 
CMHS and NWCHS are the same, so this move is not going to help in 
lowering the transportation cost for the county.3) Looks like this move 
is just based on the fact that my neighbourhood is on the other side of 
Davidson highway. The argument that kids cross busy streets to go to 
their school does not apply here because neither NWCHS or CMHS is 
at a walking distance.4) Based on school report cards from county the 
ratings for NWCHS is far less than CMHS. This will have a negative 
impact on high performing kids.5) It does not make sense to move an 
established neighborhood to accommodate newer neighborhoods. 
Moving upcoming neighborhood will have very less impact as the 
residents have a choice for school.Based on the above arguments I 
would request you to leave Wellington Chase community with Cox 
Mill High.-- Middle School Change Impact 1) Distance to NWCMS is 
6.1 miles from Wellington Chase but Harris Road Middle is 1.5 miles, 
so it does not make economic sense in terms of transportation cost and 
travel time.2) Option 2 negatively impacts cultural diversity.3) Harris 
Road Middle will be a better feeder pattern from Odell Elementary 
rather than NWCMS due to closer proximity.4) Minimize impact on 
current students.Based on the above arguments I would request you 
to leave Wellington Chase community with Harris Middle. Thanks for 
your consideration. 
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Heather Arrowood heatherarrowood4@aol.com Thank you for your time and effort in creating new Options I and II.  
We live in Valhalla in Harrisburg and our kids currently attend 
PSRES, HiRMS and HRHS.  Option I allows our kids to stay within the 
Hickory Ridge system - MS and HS - as they should be able to 
continue at these schools.  Hickory Ridge HS is closer to our home 
than JMRHS, the commute is safer due to traffic lights allowing turns 
and not having to make dangerous left turns from Harrisburg to go 
backwards into Concord to JMRHS with no traffic lights (my kids 
would have to make a left onto the busy Morehead Rd in the 
mornings or make a left onto Robinson Church Rd which is even 
crazier and just NOT safe - both these turns would have to occur with 
no traffic lights, otherwise they would have to drive WAY out of their 
way to get to school a safer way - it doesn&#39;t make sense), and the 
feeder from HiRMS to Hickory Ridge HS just flat out makes more 
sense - especially with us residing in Harrisburg.  Our kids are already 
fully involved in the Hickory Ridge system with clubs, sports, the 
friends they grew up with, etc.  Moving them to JMRHS simply 
doesn&#39;t make sense and makes for an unnecessarily rough 
transition from MS to HS as they would be leaving what they know 
and have known all through school.  These kids are not a number or a 
% on your charts, they are kids.  The transition from middle school to 
high school is tough enough for anyone, but moving them to a rival 
high school during this time just does NOT make sense.  Our 
community - Valhalla in Harrisburg - is small and there are not many 
school age kids here - allowing our neighborhood to remain in our 
current slated high school zone, would not impact your numbers in 
the least.  It makes sense in ALL aspects to let our kids in Valhalla 
remain at Hickory Ridge HS.  We fully support Option I.  We fully 
Oppose Option II.  Thank you for your time and consideration. 
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Sanjeev Saxena sansaxin@yahoo.com Hello, I live in, Founders Reserve, which falls within PB132. I would 
like to take this opportunity to submit the following three points for 
review in support of Option 1.The data shows that Pitts School 
Elementary is currently at 104% capacity. Moving our community to 
option 2 does not provide any relief to Pitts School Elementary. 
Moving our community to Option 1 also increases diversity at 
Harrisburg Elementary.90+ percent of the homes in our neighborhood 
are minority families. These families include Black, Hispanic, Indian, 
and Middle Eastern children, amongst others. Moving these families 
out of the Hickory Ridge HS zone will have a definitive, negative 
impact on racial diversity within Hickory Ridge HS.  Also, The 
distance from our neighborhood to Robinson HS (7.5 miles) is nearly 
double that of Hickory Ridge HS (4.2 miles). Based on the data I 
believe it is imperative that PB132 remains in the Hickory Ridge HS 
zone and therefore should be in Option Thank you for taking my 
points into consideration as you move forward with your 
decisionThanksSanjeev SaxenaFounders Reserve PB-132 
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Ranjay Barua ranjay.barua@gmail.com I live in, Founders Reserve, which falls within PB132. I would like to 
take this opportunity to submit the following three points for review 
in support of Option 1.&#183;       ES Option 2 Response (Number 6/8-
other on Survey):The data shows that Pitts School Elementary is 
currently at 104% capacity. Moving our community to option 2 does 
not provide any relief to Pitts School Elementary.Moving our 
community to Option 1 also increases diversity at Harrisburg 
Elementary.&#183;       HS Option 2 Response (Number 18/20-other 
on Survey):90+ percent of the homes in our neighborhood are 
minority families. These families include Black, Hispanic, Indian, and 
Middle Eastern children, amongst others. Moving these families out of 
the Hickory Ridge HS zone will have a definitive, negative impact on 
racial diversity within Hickory Ridge HS.  Also, The distance from our 
neighborhood to Robinson HS (7.5 miles) is nearly double that of 
Hickory Ridge HS (4.2 miles).Based on the data I believe it is 
imperative that PB132 remains in the Hickory Ridge HS zone and 
therefore should be in Option 1. 

Radha Krishna 
Krishna 
Swayampakala 

radha.swayampakala@rsandh.com Hello,I am looking for the Presentation from Nov 7th meeting and 
cannot find it here: 
https://www.cabarrus.k12.nc.us/RealignmentStudyInformation.Sho
uld I be looking for it somewhere else?Thank you,Radha 

Cameron Lee Cameron.b.lee@gmail.com These options appear to move backwards from the originally 
proposed solutions that kept existing communities enrolled in Cox 
Mill ES including Skybrook and Winding Walk. I cannot support 
either options 1 or 2 because there is no benefit in moving Skybrook 
from a o. Mill to Odell. 
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Ryan Habersang ryan.habersang@arcadis.com Residence: Castlebrook Manor Neighborhood. I would like to see our 
children stay a Harris Rd. MS due to the close proximity to our 
neighborhood and having younger siblings in Odell Elementary 
nearby. In addition, Cox Mill HS is another reason we moved to this 
neighborhood. Please consider keeping the current school zones for 
Castlebrook. 

Bhanu Perugu chandu7.dba@gmail.com We are not happy with the rejoining decision, we have invested a lot 
in this neighborhood because of school district. This will hugely 
impact our finances. 

Luz Manzano ljm03@bellsouth.net My son has attended Cox Mill Elementary, Harris Road Middle School 
and Cox Mill HS with all of his childhood friends and is an excellent 
student. He is a very shy and quiet young man. I feel that this change 
with only two more years to graduate with his friends will not be a 
good outcome for him. 
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Julianna Willis Julianna.Willis@gmail.com We live at 2412 Wimbledon Street.  We are zoned for Irvin Elementary 
school.  Irvin is a 17 minute drive from our house.  McAllister is a 5 
minute drive from our house. When we moved here, we just 
dismissed it.  Of course, three children later, it&#39;s a real problem.  
When the opportunity arose for my children to attend Patriots as a 
magnet STEM we took it.  Interestingly, Patriots is also 17 minutes 
from our home.  Now our home stem is Winecoff - a 25 minute drive 
from our home.  A drive that takes us past McAllister, Coltrane Webb 
and Beverly Hills.  We are waiting on pins and needles to find out 
whether my rising-k will have a seat at Patriots.  If not, I&#39;m not 
sure what our family will do.  Winecoff isn&#39;t a realistic option for 
us.  Irvin isn&#39;t an acceptable option for us.  Having two children 
at two different elementary schools isn&#39;t physically possible for 
us.  I feel strongly that our neighborhood is not properly zoned at the 
elementary level AT ALL.  Our options are needlessly far and as a 
household with two working parents, our patience with driving PAST 
three stem schools to get to the one we are zoned for is enraging. 

Stephanie Peurifoy stephnblake@gmail.com I agree with the HS map projections, but would ask this group to 
reconsider the Middle school maps- Afton Village is half the distance 
to Winlker and with 85 it is a hard split for most kids socially.  We are 
not encouraging our kids to build friendships and getting them off 
electronics when they have to cross major highway to see friends.  Of 
these kids I find that their friends are in the neighborhoods connected 
or surrounding Afton- I would like to recommend the line for MS be I-
85. 
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Fred Apel   Please consider not moving students in their Junior year so they also 
have the opportunity to finish where they started their high school 
career.  Many of these students are in programs that are offered only 
in the school they are currently attending or involved in sports.  
Making a student change schools that late has an impact on their 
education and future opportunities.  Other districts have made re-
alignment changes and allowed upperclassman (Juniors and Seniors) 
to remain at the school they are currently attending.  The majority of 
these students drive to school so transportation issues will be limited.  
It would even be reasonable to allow these students to remain but 
require they provide their own transportation. 

Allison Hoke allison_hoke@yahoo.com I am very disappointed that neither of the elementary school options 
allow the Skybrook neighborhood to remain in the Cox Mill 
Elementary School zone. Skybrook is an established neighborhood 
and the number of children attending elementary school will remain 
stable or decline in the coming years as the current students age and 
move on to middle school. It doesn&#39;t make sense to move us 
when we are not the source of overcrowding and in fact will likely 
lead to lower attendance over time. 

Allison Hoke allison_hoke@yahoo.com Please allow 2nd graders moving into the Odell School zone to be 
grandfathered at their current schools for their 2nd grade year. Odell 
is the only zone in the county that is split into two schools - Odell 
Primary and Odell Elementary. Students who are rising 2nd graders 
and switch into the Odell School zone will end up going to 3 schools 
in 3 years (current school for 1st grade, Odell Primary for 2nd grade, 
and Odell Elementary for 3rd grade). This is unfair to the children. 
They should be allowed to stay at their current school until they enter 
3rd grade, so that they will only have to go to two different 
elementary schools. 
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Jamie Ortscheid dortschei@aol.com I vote for Option 1 for the following reasons: Option 1 seems to 
balances the schools occupancy better, and account for future growth.  
It also maximizes busing efficiencies: including time students spend 
on the bus and less congested road routes for the buses.  Lastly, it 
establishes clear feeder patterns and minimizes impacts on current 
student school placement. 

Tim Ortscheid timortscheid@gmail.com I would like to vote for option 1.  It establishes clearer feeder patterns 
based on the current school assignment.  It maximizes busing 
efficiency: less time for students on the bus and less congestion for the 
bus routes.  It seems to balance the maximization of all school 
occupancy levels, while accounting for future growth. 

Lynn MacKenzie luvmybear@hotmail.com Would like the Legacy Apartments to go to Winkler Middle School as 
in draft 2. This is the closest school to the apartments and it does not 
make sense that the zoning currently sends this complex miles away 
to another school when one is right next to it. 

Kaushik korat Kkdimp@gmail.com Hello, Personally I feel the realignment will have negative effect on 
my current fifth grader at Odell Elemantary. Keeping aside the fact 
with bought house to attend Odell and Harris Road middle, most of 
the kids in this neighborhood knows each other regardless of their 
grade. This makes a positive environment for younger kids when they 
go from Odell to Harris. Odell teachers constantly feed information to 
Harris Middle about fifth graders so when a fifth grader starts middle 
school, teachers already know these kids. In our case, the AIG teacher 
has a file about performance and characteristics of our fifth grader that 
she shares with Harris Road AIG counselor.We are afraid moving our 
fifth grader to NW middle will have negative effect on his education 
and growth. Plus with traffic and all it will take us 20 minutes vs 5 
minutes currently.. Current residents/communities should be allowed 
to grandfather current schools. Thank youKaushik 
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Karen Abraham kort1999@yahoo.com Morris Glen and Falcon Chase subdivisons are a few of the 
subdivisions on Pitts School Road that are not going to Winkler 
Middle School and are split along the road.  Why would some 
neighborhoods on Pitts School be split between 2 middle schools?  It 
does not make much sense for Carlando and Yates Meadow on either 
end to go to Winkler and the others along the road to go to Hickory or 
JN Fries? 

Lana Cuzzen lcuzzen@windstream.net Was looking at the maps of the HWY 200 area and am a little 
concerned/confused by how you picked the boundary of that area 
and why certain parts will be Central Cabarrus and certain parts of 
will be Mount Pleasant. It&#39;s always been Mount Pleasant district, 
why the change now and how did you pick areas to be changed? The 
number of actual students are so few on that road not sure why you 
are planning to change that area at all. Please advise. Thanks. 

Tasha Turner tasha1701@yahoo.com I would like to see PB 396 stay at AT Allen.  We are closer and it is 
more convenient to attend AT Allen.  There are two large housing 
developments being built in PB 395 &amp; 398 -so could we use these 
as the end boundary for AT Allen and these two developments could 
go to Patriots ES?  PB 396 has been in the AT Allen district for more 
than 35 years.  There are just a few houses in this PB, no 
neighborhoods. I would really like to see an option with PB 396 
staying in the AT Allen district. 
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Kimberly Kuhn kevert@gmail.com I apologize for feedback so late in your process, however the thought 
never crossed my mind that we would not be attending the new West 
Cabarrus High School given its close proximity to our neighborhood 
PB 89.  I am writing to ask that you reconsider your placement of PB 
89, as it makes more sense for us to attend the new West Cabarrus 
High School (WCHS) and not Jay M Robinson High School (JMRHS) 
as currently plotted.  After attending your last meeting I have several 
thoughts based upon your realignment criteria.  1. Balance school 
facility utilization- Make every effort to have equitable utilization 
across the district and in accordance with school capacities and 
funded allotment ratios in accordance with state law. Make efficient 
use of available space.Currently there is less than a dozen school aged 
children in PB 89, hardly enough to impact equitable utilization.2. 
Account for future growth- Allow for increasing attendance in high 
growth areasPB 89 is a mature, established neighborhood where all of 
the available lots have already been built.  Any future growth from PB 
89 would be negligible.3. Close proximity- Students should be 
assigned to the school within the closest proximity to their homes 
where possible.JMRHS is 3.4 miles/ 8 minutes from our 
neighborhood.  Being more than a mile and 1/2 further away for us 
and having to cross over 29 means an unnecessary increase in risks for 
an accident not only for the buses but for our children who are of 
driving age.  I myself witnessed several almost near accidents while 
waiting at the light of 29 and Pitts School Rd.   The new high school 
WCHS is just 1.8 miles / 3 minutes from our neighborhood and off 
Weddington which is the same street our neighborhood is on.4. Make 
every effort to establish contiguous zones- Avoid creating zones that 
are not connected to the primary attendance zone, where possible.Our 
neighborhood backs up to Carriage Downs.  All of the kids in our 
neighborhood have friends that they have been in school with since 
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elementary school in Carriage Downs.  There are trails that connect 
the 2 neighborhoods where the kids are back and forth to each other's 
homes.  It is as if we are one neighborhood.  What sense does it make 
to have just a single neighborhood go to the new HS?  It meets none of 
the criteria having just that one neighborhood and not continuing the 
realignment further.5. Maximize busing efficiencies in transportation 
of students- Make every effort to account for transportation (school 
bus and car rider), parent commuting patterns, balance busing travel 
time and costs.   PB 89 is on the border of the new realignment.  The 
neighborhood that we back up to, Carriage Downs, is slated to attend 
WCHS.  Upon exiting that neighborhood busses would make a left 
onto Weddington to go to new WCHS.  The bus could make a right 
and entered our neighborhood PB 89.  PB 89 is a neighborhood that is 
u-shaped whereby you both enter and exit off of Weddington.  The 
bus would make a left onto Weddington just as it would have to do 
leaving Carriage Downs.  Not to mention it would be highly 
inefficient to have more buses coming down Pitts School Rd toward 
the already completely overcrowded intersection of route 29.  WCHS 
is 1.8 miles / 3 minutes on the same street of our neighborhood.  
JMRHS is 3.4 miles / 8 minute drive.  Inefficient use of both time and 
money sending PB 89 to JMRHS.6. Minimize impact on students- 
Attempt to minimize the amount of students impacted when making 
boundary adjustments and7. Establish clear feeder patterns and 
continuity- Make every effort to establish a clear feeder pattern system 
(especially from middle school to high school), although it may be 
necessary to split an elementary school to feed to two or more middle 
schools. Make every effort to divide a large enough population so 
students can continue to the next level with familiar faces.If you look 
at the proposed feeder pattern for Winkler MS they split it whereby 
62% of kids will go to new HS and 38% will go to old HS. These kids 
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have made friendships and have been in school together, some since 
kindergarten will now be separated after middle school.  There is a 
huge importance of friendships for success in school and life beyond 
the classroom.  Especially when these kids are practically in 
neighborhoods right next to one another.  The impact would be much 
less if these kids were kept together.8. Use major roads and natural 
boundaries wherever feasible to define attendance zones- Minimize 
the amount of students who need to cross major intersections and 
other barriers to maximize the safety and security of students, and 
optimize transportation efficiency by containing bus routes within 
natural boundaries wherever possible to avoid traffic delays and late 
arrivals.Clearly if you are trying to use major roads then Pitts School 
Rd should be the cut-off ‚Äì not a bump to include just one 
neighborhood.  With the addition of PB 89, 90 and 91 you would have 
those clear boundaries with major roads and natural boundaries'.  It 
just makes more sense.  Less intersections to cross, 3 minutes to new 
school off the exact same road that the neighborhoods are on.  
Avoiding the highly congested Pitts School 29 intersection to optimize 
transportation efficiency which will avoid traffic delays and late 
arrivals at a school that is an already 8 minute drive from our PB 89 
neighborhood.I as well as many of my neighbors are hoping that you 
will include PB 89 to attend the new WCHS as it will greatly impact 
the well-being of our children in more ways than one.  Thank you for 
your consideration. 
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Kalahan Musunuri musunurikalahan@yahoo.com As part of the ongoing Cabarrus County School Realignment project, 
the Wellington Chase community may be zoned out of the Harris 
Road Middle School and Cox Mill High School district, per the final 
two options that were presented during the public meeting held on 
Nov 07, 2018. This is a source of serious concern for the community's 
students who are currently enrolled in the above two schools. The 
parents are equally concerned as well, and we would like to put forth 
a request for the School Board's consideration.We are requesting the 
school board to retain the Wellington Chase community within the 
following school districts:(a) Harris Road Middle School(b) Cox Mill 
High School.Our proposal is based on the approved set of criteria as 
defined by the School Board when evaluating student realignment 
options' and the details are summarized in the following pages. 
Another fact to consider is that we are a small community and 15 ‚Äì 
20 students will not negatively impact the student count at the 
preferred schools, but will enhance school utilization.Please do let us 
know if you would like to meet to discuss our proposal further or how 
the community can assist in order to make the above request a reality. 
This petition has been signed by 150 + residents from Wellington 
chase community (Please refer attached copies of the 
signatures).CRITERIAMIDDLE SCHOOL (Harris Road Middle)HIGH 
SCHOOL (Cox Mill High)Close ProximityThe community is less than 
2 miles away from Harris Road Middle whereas North West Cabarrus 
is located approx. 6.5 miles away. As the neighborhood is closer to 
Harris Road Middle, it would be logical for the students from the 
community to attend a school that is closest to their home. Students 
will be able to walk to/from school/home if necessary. Transportation 
costs and road congestion will cut back drastically as the driving time 
is reduced for the school bus, parents, and county neighbors. The 
community is slightly closer to Cox Mill High as compared to North 
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West Cabarrus High.Future GrowthIt appears that the population 
density is much lower and land available for development is much 
larger around North West Cabarrus Middle, as compared to the same 
criteria for Harris Road Middle. Sooner or later, with all the 
development, the former will reach 100% capacity and we would have 
another round of school realignment. It would be prudent to enroll the 
students in the school that is closest to their home.  It appears that the 
population density is much lower and land available for development 
is much larger around North West Cabarrus High, as compared to the 
same criteria for Cox Mill High. Sooner or later, with all the 
development, the former will reach 100% capacity and we would have 
another round of school realignment. It would be prudent to enroll the 
students in the school that is closest to their home.  Balance school 
utilizationAn extra 15 ‚Äì 20 student from a small community will 
enhance school utilization and will not negatively impact the student 
count.Cox Mill High has a much smaller area under its jurisdiction as 
compared to North West Cabarrus H. The land available for 
development is very limited around Cox Mill High, and it will 
probably fill up slower than North West Cabarrus. As communities 
around Cox Mill High mature, the student count may start to reduce 
gradually, whereas it will keep increasing for quite some time at 
North West Cabarrus High. An extra 15 ‚Äì 20 student from a small 
community will enhance school utilization at Cox Mill High and will 
not negatively impact the student count.Maximize busing 
efficienciesNorth West Cabarrus M is triple the distance (6.5 miles vs 
1.5 miles) away as compared to Harris Road Middle. Enrolling the 
students in the latter school will reduce transportation costs, time, and 
road congestion for all concerned and others as wellWellington Chase 
is a small community and the current bus route is the most efficient 
route to pickup and drop-off students.  Feeder PatternWR Odell 
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Elementary to Harris Road Middle to Cox Mill High would be 
logicalWR Odell Elementary to Harris Road Middle to Cox Mill High 
would be logicalHighest Grade Grandfathering at current schoolN/A 
if the petition is approved. If not, then provisions need to be made for 
the school bus to pick up and drop off grandfathered students 
to/from school/home.N/A if the petition is approved. If not, then 
provisions need to be made for the school bus to pick up and drop off 
grandfathered students to/from school/home.Minimize impact on 
studentsStudents will be studying with familiar faces and friends from 
the elementary school. Students will spend much less time on the bus 
(less than 5 mins to Harris Road Middle vs 12 to 15 mins to North 
West Cabarrus M depending on traffic). As land development and 
traffic increases, the drive to North West Cabarrus M will take much 
longer than travelling to Harris Road Middle, which is located in the 
opposite neighborhood and is within walking distance.Students will 
be studying with familiar faces and friends from the 
elementary/middle school.  Thank you for your consideration. 
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Nagapadmini Atluri padhminiatluri@gmail.com As part of the ongoing Cabarrus County School Realignment project, 
the Wellington Chase community may be zoned out of the Harris 
Road Middle School and Cox Mill High School district, per the final 
two options that were presented during the public meeting held on 
Nov 07, 2018. This is a source of serious concern for the community's 
students who are currently enrolled in the above two schools. The 
parents are equally concerned as well, and we would like to put forth 
a request for the School Board's consideration.We are requesting the 
school board to retain the Wellington Chase community within the 
following school districts:(a) Harris Road Middle School(b) Cox Mill 
High School.Our proposal is based on the approved set of criteria as 
defined by the School Board when evaluating student realignment 
options' and the details are summarized in the following pages. 
Another fact to consider is that we are a small community and 15 ‚Äì 
20 students will not negatively impact the student count at the 
preferred schools, but will enhance school utilization.Please do let us 
know if you would like to meet to discuss our proposal further or how 
the community can assist in order to make the above request a reality. 
This petition has been signed by 150 + residents from Wellington 
chase community (Please refer attached copies of the 
signatures).CRITERIAMIDDLE SCHOOL (Harris Road Middle)HIGH 
SCHOOL (Cox Mill High)Close ProximityThe community is less than 
2 miles away from Harris Road Middle whereas North West Cabarrus 
is located approx. 6.5 miles away. As the neighborhood is closer to 
Harris Road Middle, it would be logical for the students from the 
community to attend a school that is closest to their home. Students 
will be able to walk to/from school/home if necessary. Transportation 
costs and road congestion will cut back drastically as the driving time 
is reduced for the school bus, parents, and county neighbors. The 
community is slightly closer to Cox Mill High as compared to North 
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West Cabarrus High.Future GrowthIt appears that the population 
density is much lower and land available for development is much 
larger around North West Cabarrus Middle, as compared to the same 
criteria for Harris Road Middle. Sooner or later, with all the 
development, the former will reach 100% capacity and we would have 
another round of school realignment. It would be prudent to enroll the 
students in the school that is closest to their home.  It appears that the 
population density is much lower and land available for development 
is much larger around North West Cabarrus High, as compared to the 
same criteria for Cox Mill High. Sooner or later, with all the 
development, the former will reach 100% capacity and we would have 
another round of school realignment. It would be prudent to enroll the 
students in the school that is closest to their home.  Balance school 
utilizationAn extra 15 ‚Äì 20 student from a small community will 
enhance school utilization and will not negatively impact the student 
count.Cox Mill High has a much smaller area under its jurisdiction as 
compared to North West Cabarrus H. The land available for 
development is very limited around Cox Mill High, and it will 
probably fill up slower than North West Cabarrus. As communities 
around Cox Mill High mature, the student count may start to reduce 
gradually, whereas it will keep increasing for quite some time at 
North West Cabarrus High. An extra 15 ‚Äì 20 student from a small 
community will enhance school utilization at Cox Mill High and will 
not negatively impact the student count.Maximize busing 
efficienciesNorth West Cabarrus M is triple the distance (6.5 miles vs 
1.5 miles) away as compared to Harris Road Middle. Enrolling the 
students in the latter school will reduce transportation costs, time, and 
road congestion for all concerned and others as wellWellington Chase 
is a small community and the current bus route is the most efficient 
route to pickup and drop-off students.  Feeder PatternWR Odell 
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Elementary to Harris Road Middle to Cox Mill High would be 
logicalWR Odell Elementary to Harris Road Middle to Cox Mill High 
would be logicalHighest Grade Grandfathering at current schoolN/A 
if the petition is approved. If not, then provisions need to be made for 
the school bus to pick up and drop off grandfathered students 
to/from school/home.N/A if the petition is approved. If not, then 
provisions need to be made for the school bus to pick up and drop off 
grandfathered students to/from school/home.Minimize impact on 
studentsStudents will be studying with familiar faces and friends from 
the elementary school. Students will spend much less time on the bus 
(less than 5 mins to Harris Road Middle vs 12 to 15 mins to North 
West Cabarrus M depending on traffic). As land development and 
traffic increases, the drive to North West Cabarrus M will take much 
longer than travelling to Harris Road Middle, which is located in the 
opposite neighborhood and is within walking distance.Students will 
be studying with familiar faces and friends from the 
elementary/middle school.  Thank you for your consideration. 

Carolyn Phillips Carolynfranzesephillips@gmail.com Please reconsider Wellington Chase residents being reassigned.  
Harris Rd Middle is our assigned school and in the neighborhood 
across the street. Our neighborhood has a light at the entrance which 
would making travel to Harris Rd much less than driving much 
further to NW middle and or NW high school. This would make 
transportation costs much less. 
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Kelly Martin B.martin1831@gmail.com Keep our students within a safe distance from their homes‚Ä¢ Balance 
School facility utilization‚Ä¢ Account for future growth/move new 
students moving into zone areas to NWMS and NWHS. Grandfather 
all existing students to HRMS and CMHS.‚Ä¢ Close proximity ‚Äì 
Northwest Cab MS is 6 miles away from Wellington Chase (12 
minutes no traffic), Harris Rd MS is 2 miles away (6 min or less no 
traffic) ‚Äì option 2 doubles the time and triples the distance‚Ä¢ 
Maximize busing efficiencies in transportation of students- option 2 
will double the time the kids will be in a bus and increase 
transportation costs. Also, the roads the buses have to travel are more 
congested‚Ä¢ Establish clear feeder patterns and continuity -‚Ä¢ 
Allow for highest-grade at current school grandfathering‚Ä¢ Minimize 
impact on students -‚Ä¢ Consider economic, cultural, and ethnic 
diversity- option 2 negatively impacts cultural diversity at Northwest 
Cab Middle School by increasing the white percentage by 10% and 
decreasing all other ethnic backgrounds 

JARED TURNER tasha1701@yahoo.com I would like for PB 396 to stay at AT Allen.  It is closer and more 
convenient to AT Allen ES.  PB 396 has been in the AT Allen district 
for over 35 years.  There are two new large neighborhoods being built 
in PB 395 and PB 398, could we use this as the boundary for AT Allen 
and have the new neighborhoods attend Patriots ES.  There are no 
neighborhoods, just a few houses in PB 396.  I would love to see an 
option of PB 396 staying at AT Allen. 
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Lynn Kuehl tasha1701@yahoo.com I would like for PB 396 to stay at AT Allen.  It is closer and more 
convenient to AT Allen ES.  PB 396 has been in the AT Allen district 
for over 35 years.  There are two new large neighborhoods being built 
in PB 395 and PB 398, could we use this as the boundary for AT Allen 
and have the new neighborhoods attend Patriots ES.  There are no 
neighborhoods, just a few houses in PB 396.  I would love to see an 
option of PB 396 staying at AT Allen. 
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Christina Hylton hyltonchristina@gmail.com I apologize for feedback so late in your process, however the thought 
never crossed my mind that we would not be attending the new West 
Cabarrus High School given its close proximity to our neighborhood 
PB 89.  I am writing to ask that you reconsider your placement of PB 
89, as it makes more sense for us to attend the new West Cabarrus 
High School (WCHS) and not Jay M Robinson High School (JMRHS) 
as currently plotted. 1. Balance school facility utilization- Make every 
effort to have equitable utilization across the district and in accordance 
with school capacities and funded allotment ratios in accordance with 
state law. Make efficient use of available space.Currently there is less 
than a dozen school aged children in PB 89, hardly enough to impact 
equitable utilization.2. Account for future growth- Allow for 
increasing attendance in high growth areasPB 89 is a mature, 
established neighborhood where all of the available lots have already 
been built.  Any future growth from PB 89 would be negligible.3. 
Close proximity- Students should be assigned to the school within the 
closest proximity to their homes where possible.JMRHS is 3.4 miles/ 8 
minutes from our neighborhood.  Being more than a mile and 1/2 
further away for us and having to cross over 29 means an unnecessary 
increase in risks for an accident not only for the buses but for our 
children who are of driving age.  The new high school WCHS is just 
1.8 miles / 3 minutes from our neighborhood and off Weddington 
which is the same street our neighborhood is on.4. Make every effort 
to establish contiguous zones- Avoid creating zones that are not 
connected to the primary attendance zone, where possible.Our 
neighborhood backs up to Carriage Downs.  All of the kids in our 
neighborhood have friends that they have been in school with since 
elementary school in Carriage Downs.  There are trails that connect 
the 2 neighborhoods where the kids are back and forth to each other's 
homes.  It is as if we are one neighborhood.  What sense does it make 
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to have just a single neighborhood go to the new HS?  It meets none of 
the criteria having just that one neighborhood and not continuing the 
realignment further.5. Maximize busing efficiencies in transportation 
of students- Make every effort to account for transportation (school 
bus and car rider), parent commuting patterns, balance busing travel 
time and costs.   PB 89 is on the border of the new realignment.  The 
neighborhood that we back up to, Carriage Downs, is slated to attend 
WCHS.  Upon exiting that neighborhood busses would make a left 
onto Weddington to go to new WCHS.  The bus could make a right 
and entered our neighborhood PB 89.  PB 89 is a neighborhood that is 
u-shaped whereby you both enter and exit off of Weddington.  The 
bus would make a left onto Weddington just as it would have to do 
leaving Carriage Downs.  Not to mention it would be highly 
inefficient to have more buses coming down Pitts School Rd toward 
the already completely overcrowded intersection of route 29.  WCHS 
is 1.8 miles / 3 minutes on the same street of our neighborhood.  
JMRHS is 3.4 miles / 8 minute drive.  Inefficient use of both time and 
money sending PB 89 to JMRHS.6. Minimize impact on students- 
Attempt to minimize the amount of students impacted when making 
boundary adjustments and Establish clear feeder patterns and 
continuity- Make every effort to establish a clear feeder pattern system 
(especially from middle school to high school), although it may be 
necessary to split an elementary school to feed to two or more middle 
schools. Make every effort to divide a large enough population so 
students can continue to the next level with familiar faces.If you look 
at the proposed feeder pattern for Winkler MS they split it whereby 
62% of kids will go to new HS and 38% will go to old HS. These kids 
have made friendships and have been in school together, some since 
kindergarten will now be separated after middle school.  There is a 
huge importance of friendships for success in school and life beyond 
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the classroom.  Especially when these kids are practically in 
neighborhoods right next to one another.  The impact would be much 
less if these kids were kept together.7. Use major roads and natural 
boundaries wherever feasible to define attendance zones- Minimize 
the amount of students who need to cross major intersections and 
other barriers to maximize the safety and security of students, and 
optimize transportation efficiency by containing bus routes within 
natural boundaries wherever possible to avoid traffic delays and late 
arrivals.Clearly if you are trying to use major roads then Pitts School 
Rd should be the cut-off ‚Äì not a bump to include just one 
neighborhood.  With the addition of PB 89, 90 and 91 you would have 
those clear boundaries with major roads and natural boundaries'.  It 
just makes more sense.  Less intersections to cross, 3 minutes to new 
school off the exact same road that the neighborhoods are on.  
Avoiding the highly congested Pitts School 29 intersection to optimize 
transportation efficiency which will avoid traffic delays and late 
arrivals at a school that is an already 8 minute drive from our PB 89 
neighborhood.I as well as many of my neighbors are hoping that you 
will include PB 89 to attend the new WCHS as it will greatly impact 
the wellbeing of our children in more ways than one.  Thank you for 
your consideration. 
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Suhasini 
Rayadurgam 

Suhasini.r@gmail.com CRITERIAMIDDLE SCHOOL (Harris Road Middle)HIGH SCHOOL 
(Cox Mill High)Close ProximityThe community is less than 2 miles 
away from Harris Road Middle whereas North West Cabarrus is 
located approx. 6.5 miles away. As the neighborhood is closer to 
Harris Road Middle, it would be logical for the students from the 
community to attend a school that is closest to their home.Students 
will be able to walk to/from school/home if necessary.Transportation 
costs and road congestion will cut back drastically as the driving time 
is reduced for the school bus, parents, and county neighbors.The 
community is slightly closer to Cox Mill High as compared to North 
West Cabarrus High. Future GrowthIt appears that the population 
density is much lower and land available for development is much 
larger around North West Cabarrus Middle, as compared to the same 
criteria for Harris Road Middle. Sooner or later, with all the 
development, the former will reach 100% capacity and we would have 
another round of school realignment. It would be prudent to enroll the 
students in the school that is closest to their home.  It appears that the 
population density is much lower and land available for development 
is much larger around North West Cabarrus High, as compared to the 
same criteria for Cox Mill High. Sooner or later, with all the 
development, the former will reach 100% capacity and we would have 
another round of school realignment. It would be prudent to enroll the 
students in the school that is closest to their home.  Balance school 
utilizationAn extra 15 ‚Äì 20 student from a small community will 
enhance school utilization and will not negatively impact the student 
count.Cox Mill High has a much smaller area under its jurisdiction as 
compared to North West Cabarrus H. The land available for 
development is very limited around Cox Mill High, and it will 
probably fill up slower than North West Cabarrus. As communities 
around Cox Mill High mature, the student count may start to reduce 
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gradually, whereas it will keep increasing for quite some time at 
North West Cabarrus High. An extra 15 ‚Äì 20 student from a small 
community will enhance school utilization at Cox Mill High and will 
not negatively impact the student count.Maximize busing 
efficienciesNorth West Cabarrus M is triple the distance (6.5 miles vs 
1.5 miles) away as compared to Harris Road Middle. Enrolling the 
students in the latter school will reduce transportation costs, time, and 
road congestion for all concerned and others as wellWellington Chase 
is a small community and the current bus route is the most efficient 
route to pickup and drop-off students.  Feeder PatternWR Odell 
Elementary to Harris Road Middle to Cox Mill High would be 
logicalWR Odell Elementary to Harris Road Middle to Cox Mill High 
would be logicalHighest Grade Grandfathering at current schoolN/A 
if the petition is approved. If not, then provisions need to be made for 
the school bus to pick up and drop off grandfathered students 
to/from school/home.N/A if the petition is approved. If not, then 
provisions need to be made for the school bus to pick up and drop off 
grandfathered students to/from school/home.Minimize impact on 
studentsStudents will be studying with familiar faces and friends from 
the elementary school.Students will spend much less time on the bus 
(less than 5 mins to Harris Road Middle vs 12 to 15 mins to North 
West Cabarrus M depending on traffic). As land development and 
traffic increases, the drive to North West Cabarrus M will take much 
longer than travelling to Harris Road Middle, which is located in the 
opposite neighborhood and is within walking distance.Students will 
be studying with familiar faces and friends from the 
elementary/middle school. 
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Melissa Edwards dj1girl@yahoo.com Both options for elementary, does a great job using natural boundaries 
for the cox Mill Elementary District (Harris Rd, Poplar Tent Rd, Derita 
Rd, and Mecklenburg County line. 

Sharan Kripak sharan.kripak@gmail.com We live in the Wellington Chase neighborhood and request that 
students from this community be assigned to the following schools: (a) 
WR Odell Elementary (b) Harris Road Middle (c) Cox Mill High.WR 
Odell and Harris Road Middle are approx 2 miles away from the 
neighborhood and also the closest elementary and Middle schools to 
the neighborhood. Assigning them to the closest school will reduce 
travel time, reduce transportation costs, give students the opportunity 
to walk to school as well. It would be logical for students to be 
assigned to the school closest to their home and both WR Odell and 
Harris Road Middle meet that criteria.High School students from 
Wellington Chase should also be assigned to Cox Mill High as it will 
be a natural feeder pattern from Harris Road Middle. It will be less 
stressful on students as they will be with familiar faces. As Wellington 
Chase is a small community, the bus will be able to transport students 
quickly. Wellington Chase is a small community and an extra 15 to 20 
High School students from the community at Cox Mill will enhance 
school utilization at Cox Mill. As the community is small, the buses 
will be able to get in/out of the community quickly, Finally, rising 8th 
graders and 12th graders should be grandfathered into their current 
school. School bus provisions need to be accounted for these 
students.Thank you for your time and efforts 
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Mary Ulrich marye.ulrich1@gmail.com My granddaughter goes to Odell Elementary school. We are distressed 
to learn the school board is going to redistrict her. Last year we went 
to NW middle school for one of her recitals. We were all surprised at 
the neglect and run-down conditions of the school. I have a doctorate 
in Education and supervised pre-service and in-service teachers for 
the University of Cincinnati and Miami University. I have been in 
scores of public and private schools in both inner-city and suburban 
districts. The physical conditions at the NW middle school were 
upsetting. On my visit to the Junior School I did not see evidence of: 
accessibility for people with disabilities updated security updated 
technologyWe live in Wellington Chase subdivision. We want our 
grandchildren to go to the school near our homes. Please build a new 
school or keep us at Harris Middle School and Cox Mill. Thank 
you.Dr. Mary Ulrich 
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